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### INTERPLAY FOR 2 TRUMPETS AND 2 TENORS

**John Coltrane - Bobby Jaspar**, tenor saxes  
**Idrees Sulieman - Webster Young**, trumpets  
**Mal Waldron**, piano  
**Kenny Burrell**, guitar  
**Paul Chambers**, bass  
**Art Taylor**, drums

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERPLAY</th>
<th>ANATOMY</th>
<th>LIGHT BLUE</th>
<th>SOUL EYES</th>
<th>C.T.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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"Blowing sessions", a colloquialism for gatherings wherein the musicians do not stop their improvisations after 15 bars or a chorus, fall into three general categories in regard to character. There is the "cutting" session where each musician, especially those of the same instrument, tries to outdo the others with a resultant atmosphere of tense competition; secondly, the session in which everyone goes their own way in their solo spots; third, the one that engenders a warm, empathetic team-play affair. All three are capable of producing valid jazz, each of its own particular stripe, but the best feeling is usually achieved by the last named.

**Interplay**, the album, is just what the name represents, an exchange of ideas, and a warmth in doing so, among eight musicians. Although the contrast of styles is present in each instrumental division, this does not hamper the feeling of empathy.

What occurs in the solos and numerous exchanges, the latter ranging from one chorus to four bars, is a study in "hot" and "cool" with Idrees Sulieman and John Coltrane representing the former and Webster Young and Bobby Jaspar the latter.

The other soloists, Kenny Burrell, Mal Waldron and Paul Chambers (in the inflection of both his arco and pizzicato bass solos) are essentially "hot" too.

Sulieman is plunging, biting and soaring; his style resides in the Dizzy Gillespie wing of the modern trumpet house.

Young is directly in the Miles Davis line both soundwise and in regard to phrasing.

**Coltrane** is a cruising, long-lined, digging-in swinger out of Dexter Gordon and Sonny Stitt and like Sulieman has developed something extremely personal out of his influences.

**Jaspar**, first influenced by Stan Getz, has been more recently touched by Zoot Sims. That he is somewhat swayed by Coltrane in this session is evident in some of the uncharacteristic double-time runs that he executes. This is where the horns stand stylistically. The continuity they achieve as they contrast is all the more admirable. I might add that the "cool" applied to Young and Jaspar never, in any of its aspects, signifies cold.

**Interplay**, the title number opens the session. A "rhythm" swinger by Mal Waldron (he contributed all the lines), it features the four horn soloists in three rounds of one chorus apiece with Kenny Burrell playing rhythm guitar. The order in each round is Sulieman, Coltrane, Young and Jaspar. Then Burrell, Waldron and Chambers (bowed) have one chorus apiece before the out chorus.

**Anatomy** finds the soloists from the rhythm section leading off. Burrell, Chambers (bowed) and Waldron have a chorus apiece and are followed by Young, Jaspar, Sulieman and Coltrane in solos of the same length. Then Young and Sulieman have two choruses of four bars apiece followed by Jaspar and Coltrane who have one chorus of eight bar exchanges and another of four bar conversations.

**Light Blue** is a blues which opens with two choruses of straight rhythm. Burrell plays rhythm guitar throughout the piece as he did in Interplay. In the third and fourth choruses Waldron does some stage-setting noodling and then Burrell has two solo choruses. After the theme is played, Jaspar, Sulieman (picking up the ball beautifully from Bobby), Coltrane, Young, Burrell, Chambers (picked) and Waldron each have two or the twelve bar choruses to themselves before the bawling, brawling line is re-stated.

**Soul Eyes**, an original ballad by Mal, has an unusual ensemble texture that suggests the kind of thing that Miles Davis' 1949-50 band did with the aid of tuba and trombone on *Moondreams*. The beautiful open horn is by Sulieman and Coltrane's soulful tenor sounds like an alto on the bridge. Solos in this collective ballad are by Burrell, Young (muted), Coltrane, Waldron (employing some of his telegraph style), Sulieman and Jaspar.

Once again the 'blowing session' has proven to be one of the main sources of nourishment to the jazz idiom. I'm tired of the over-intellectual critics who sigh tiredly, 'Oh, another blowing session.' They fail to remember that jazz has many sides and by their narrow-mindedness have forgotten about the essential spirit that all jazz requires.
BIographies


Idrees Sulieman: born in St. Petersburg, Fla. in 1923. Comes from a musical family. Studied at Boston Conservatory. Played with Thelonious Monk in mid-Forties and was also with the big bands of Cab Calloway, Earl Hines, Count Basie, Lionel Hampton and Dizzy Gillespie. Favorite jazz trumpeters are Dizzy Gillespie and Clifford Brown. Can be heard in Three Trumpets (Prestige LP 7092).


Mal Waldron: born in New York in 1926. Played alto sax first; piano during studies at Queens College where he also studied composition and received a B.A. Appeared importantly with Charlie Mingus in mid-Fifties. In 1957 became accompanist to Billie Holiday. Favorites are Bud Powell and Thelonious Monk. Can be heard in Mal-2 (Prestige LP 7111).
